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News for the Week  
Editorial Team  

News Item-1 

Being a very important Citizen Centric reform, the Hon’ble Apex Court has 

Ordered the States and Union Territory of India, to ensure food security, 

cash transfers and other welfare measures for migrant workers who faced 

distress due to curfews and lockdowns in various parts of the country during 

the waves of COVID-19.  And the Hon’ble Apex Court has also directed 

territories to implement 'one nation, one ration card' scheme (ONORC) 

before July 31.  Its implementation ensures availability of ration to 

beneficiaries under National Food Security Act (NFSA) and other welfare 

schemes, especially to the migrant workers and their families at any Fair 

Price Shop across the Country. 

Write your Feedback / Suggestions / Contributions to:  hr.vidyalaya@gmail.com 
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What is a Project? 

 

In a layman’s term --- it is temporary undertaking. It basically has 3  and major 

elements and each project is unique in its nature…. 

 

1. Specific Timeframe: Every project is initiated for a precise period. Where the 

Project Goals are achieved, it comes to an end.  

a. Along such period, with an interim ‘due dates’ the team has to complete 

few ‘Deliverables’…. Which means a Report or prototype or procedure etc. 

and it is for review by the stakeholders.  Such periodical deliverables 

happen until desired outcome of Project happens 

2. Approach: Any project is related to series of events, one leading to another, in a 

sequential pattern.  It is the team’s effort in coordinated fashion to support each 

other, recognizing challenges or bottlenecks and stay focused till achieving the 

desired outcome 

3. Desired Outcome:  Achieving the objective of the Project. In pursuit of one major 

clear objective, there are interim project objectives (called as Goals or Milestones 

etc), which also needs to be achieved. 

4.  

Robust Human Capital Strategies enable to meet current & future needs of 
Organizations.  
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The Review  
 

 
Innovate and Grow – with ‘Change in Business Strategies’ 

 

Whether you are a Start-up or Grown-up, you must always look at the market 
and the Industry.   
 
Whether entering the market or sustaining in the market, one must always 
look for one’s own strategy and the competitors.  Drawing such strategy is 
never easy.  We must see where we, as Strategist, stand and where we need 
to change.  One must go the field (market) and “explore” what the users 
(clients / customers) expects or look for alternate.  When you do exploration, 
you can visibly see the factors which needs to be eliminated, changed, 
created, or focused. 
 
Such explorative strategy can happen with  
 

(a) Potential Customers,  
(b) Competitors Customers  
(c) Non-Customer.  
 

Where Potential Customer is the one, who may be “looking” for you, 
Competitors Customers will be “waiting for you”. 
 
With non-customers, you can create a new market.  For example, many 
individuals or families who often fly to their regular destinations, would like to 
drive (do self-driving).  Can you provide them the vehicle for one way (self-
driven), a vehicle which gives them the desired pleasure?  Another….I am, on 
solo, wanted to go for a vacation, but would like to spend time as a group, can 
you, as an hospitality industry will take care of such individuals and make 
groups.  These are some examples of non-customers and you explore & create 
a new market in the specific industry…… Your explorative strategy can be an 

alternate strategy…. Innovation leads to Growth. 
 
Another strategy is look for Buyers and not users….. confusing? 
 
For example, an Organization buys Mobile connection for their employees.  
The buyers look only two features mainly, CUG and One common billing.  The 
buyer (Organization) does not look for (a) better connectivity, (b) drop down 
issues (c) service issues or (d) fancy numbers, which usually a User expects, when 
he/she buys a mobile connection.   
 

Innovate and Grow. 

 

 

Identification of Human Capital is needed achieve the GOALS 

Essentials of Good 

Project Manager 

 

1. Ready to Wear 

Many Hats, All 

the time 

2. Not a spectator, 

(like a by-

stander or an 

on-looker) but A 

Doer 

3. Be, one who 

Feels and Treats 

the Project as 

not one of their 

daily activity; 

one must get 

facts in order 

and then 

proceed. 

4. Be, One who 

anticipate and 

react. 

5. Be, One who 

does not accept 

things at its 

FACE VALUE 

6. Be A “Bend not 

Break Person” – 

flexible at its 

peak 
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Who is a Leader? 
 

A Leader is not a person who is having Authority or Position. 

A Leader is not a person having special traits 

A Manager who always does a right thing is not a Leader 

A Leader is one who has Followers 

A Leader is a Person who Influences 

Housewife who “Leads” the entire family is a Leader 

Some Leader may have high Charismatic character 

Some Leader may have Strong Lead from Front acumen 

Some Leader may have Mastery of the Art, now even knowing the Techniques 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alignment of Human Capital is needed to ensure SUCCESS 
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